Acoustic Review Memorandum
To:

Jennifer Wampler, Ewing Cole

From: Steve Volaric, SM&W

Shen Milsom & Wilke
44 Princeton Hightstown Rd
Princeton Junction, NJ 08550

Date:

April 1, 2021

Re:

United Therapeutics Corp. Project 242T
8800 Cameron St. Silver Spring, MD 20910

Generator Progress Acoustic Review Summary

T. 609 716 1900
PRINCETON
BEIJING
CHICAGO

This memo provides a summary of our review of the recently provided, new generator information for
the G3520 2000 kw unit(s), with the enclosure options and info (info received on March 23, 2021).

DENVER
DUBAI

This information has been given in overall levels - estimated generator noise source at 112 dBA and
enclosure acoustic performance in -25, -30, and -40 dBA increments.

HONG KONG
HOUSTON

To better predict future noise levels more detailed, octave band performance of both the generator
noise and enclosure performance would need to be provided and reviewed. It is possible, even likely
that this information is not available, at least with the specific generator model (and at operating
conditions) with the enclosure.

LONDON
NEW YORK
PLYMOUTH MEETING

Plus, hot gas discharge mufflers need to be designed and determined – type, number (more than one
in series is likely needed).

SAN FRANCISCO
SHANGHAI

However, despite the limitations of review of the overall dBA info, our review suggests that an
enclosure in the -35 to -40 dBA range, along with appropriate hot gas discharge mufflers will be
needed in effort to achieve the nighttime code limit of 55 dBA at the near property line. This includes
the benefits and limitations of the presently considered sound barrier wall location per latest plans.

SINGAPORE
WASHINGTON DC

These types of enclosures are custom items, and as mentioned more detailed octave band info would
need to be analyzed, including specific acoustic performance of the enclosure, mufflers, etc. In
these situations we strongly recommend that a factory mockup test of the generator(s) and enclosure
should be conducted to determine and confirm acoustic performance. This way any additional
measures that may need to be added, revised, or upgraded compared to the construct of the
standard enclosures can be made prior to installation.
In conclusion, the design will incorporate the above-listed systems, including the sound attenuated
generator enclosure, hot gas discharge mufflers and acoustic screen walls, and continue to develop
these strategies to meet the local noise ordinance.
This concludes our comments at this time. Should you have any questions or comments, kindly
advise.

End of memo
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Acoustic Review Memorandum
To:

Jennifer Wampler, Ewing Cole.

From: Steve Volaric, SM&W
Date:

February 23, 2021

Re:

United Therapeutics Corp. Project 242T
8800 Cameron St. Silver Spring, MD 20910

Rooftop Equipment Acoustic Review Summary

Shen Milsom & Wilke
44 Princeton Hightstown Rd
Princeton Junction, NJ 08550
T. 609 716 1900
PRINCETON
BEIJING
CHICAGO

This memo presents a summary of comments and recommendations following review of equipment
cutsheets and data for proposed rooftop equipment for the 242T lab building, including cooling towers,
high plume exhaust fans, and rooftop air handling units.
Cooling Towers

DENVER
DUBAI
HONG KONG
HOUSTON

A review of selection and sound data for the BAC Series 3000 XES3E-1222-12M model cooling
towers indicates noise code compliance at the nearby residential property lines considering the
acoustic screen wall indicated on progress documents. It is noted that the towers are selected with
low noise type fans. In effort to maintain code compliance and also limit exceedance over current
community noise levels (including at nearby mid-rise residential locations further from the site), the
following is recommended:
•

•

Specify the octave band sound pressure level data at 5 feet for the top, end, and inlet sides
provided in the manufacturer’s published data (see attached) to limit potentially “noisier”
alternate selections.

LONDON
NEW YORK
PLYMOUTH MEETING
SAN FRANCISCO
SHANGHAI
SINGAPORE
WASHINGTON DC

Maximize the height of the sound barrier screen wall surrounding the towers, which would
ideally be approx. 2-3 feet taller than the height of the units, to help break line of sight to
nearby residential buildings.

High Plume Exhaust Fans
A review of selection and sound data for the rooftop high plume exhaust fans – Greenheck Vektor
MD-22 types – indicates that sound attenuation on both the fans’ discharge sides and by-pass air
plenums is required in effort to maintain community noise code limits. The sound data reveals strong
“tonal” quality, which is typical of these types of high pressure/speed high plume lab fans. The
following sound attenuation is thus recommended, which requires further coordination and review in
the detailed design phase:
•

Discharge Noise Control - Provide manufacturer’s ‘Inline Attenuating Silencer’ and
“Attenuating Wind Bands’ for each fan (please refer to the attached excerpt from the
manufacturer’s brochure. Specific information, cutsheets, and sound data on these items
were not noted on web and internal database searches but should be requested from the
equipment vendor or manufacturer’s representatives for additional acoustic review and
confirmation of performance.

•

By-Pass Air Noise Control – In addition to the above, sound attenuation is required on the
units’ by-pass air plenum openings to help limit fan noise emissions. It is recommended that
5’ foot L medium velocity sound attenuators (Vibro-Acoustics RFL-MV types or similar; see
attached) be provided at the by-pass openings, sized and selected for as minimal pressure
drops as possible (max. 0.15” +/- range). Transitions/plenum and sizing to be coordinated.
Note that providing standard baffle type sound attenuators is recommended in this application
over acoustic louvers due to pressure drop issues typ. associated with AC louvers (which can
be upwards of 0.5” or higher). .
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Air handling and Energy Recovery Units
A review of selection and sound data for the rooftop air handing – Nortek Air Solutions Temtrol / AHU
3713 indicates a strong tonal quality in the sound data due to the high speed fan array type unit (see
data excerpt below with “spike” in the data at 250 Hz).

To help maintain noise code limits and limit the tone of the unit to the outdoors the following is
recommended:
•

Provide 5-ft long standard baffle type sound attenuators (per attached and as recommended
above for EF by-pass air emissions) to help limit noise thru the O/A intake path. Attenuators
can potentially be provided in unit (although would grow the length of unit), of in rooftop
ductwork/plenum arrangement. Film lined alternatives may need to be considered for reasons
other than acoustics. To be coordinated.

•

Provide any available manufacturer’s upgraded casing construction options to upgrade the
construction and help limit the transmission of the tonal fan noise thru the casing. Options to
be reviewed and recommended to be considered.

For the ERU, sound data was not provided in the equipment cutsheet, but similar treatment to the
exhaust and O/A openings as described above ( 5 +/- foot long standard baffle types selected for
minimum pressure drops) is anticipated to be necessary due to the fan types and relatively high
speed selections. Information to be provided for review.
It is recommended that the noise control approaches presented herein be added to appropriate
drawing notes, schedules, specs sections to clearly indicate these items, which require further
coordination and “final” selection in the detailed design phase.
This concludes our comments at this time. Should you have any questions or comments, kindly
advise.

End of memo
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